Underground expressway
job site

Increased productivity and safety with air plasma adoption for
thick metal cutting at underground expressway site in Singapore
Industry: King post cutting, tunneling, construction
Equipment: Powermax105®

The company and products
Samsung C&T was the main contractor
being contracted to complete construction
on the eastern portion of the Marina Coastal
Expressway – Singapore’s most expensive
expressway to date. They have partnered with
local contracting firm, Back Ho (Singapore)
Pte. Ltd. for this important underground
expressway project.
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The problem
Back Ho (S) Pte Ltd was tasked to cut and
remove existing king posts (central vertical
H-beam supporting posts) at the cellular
roof slab which had been used for TERS
(Temporary Earth Retaining or Stabilizing
Structures).
The original method statement suggests
using the 180 or 230 mm (7" or 9") Makita
mechanical grinder for the cutting of the king
post. Thicknesses of the carbon steel king
posts to be cut range from 15 mm–35 mm,
50 mm–80 mm. Faced with the tight project
schedule and high metal thicknesses to be
cut, which poses a physical challenge for
the mechanical cutting mode, an alternative
solution has been mooted.

The solution
In view of the challenging deadline
given, Operations Manager of Back Ho,
Mr. Christopher Ess decided to re-propose
the method statement and change the
cutting mode to air plasma. Having prior

exposure to plasma cutting and also
hearing good feedback from the field with
regards to a similar project using air plasma,
Mr. Ess decided to go with Hypertherm’s
Powermax105 (105 amps) system.
The adoption of the Powermax105 system
is very suitable for such a demanding
application due to its significantly faster cut
speeds and high cutting capacity which
easily achieves 50 mm for carbon steel. The
Powermax105 only requires compressed air
and electricity to operate, which eliminates
the existence of flammable gases while
cutting underground, and is thus much safer
compared to other forms of thermal cutting.
In addition, the extra built-in gouging feature
with the same machine conveniently serves
as a pre-cut process when severing the
80 mm thick king post. Such high thickness
is considered as “unsafe to cut” using the
previous Makita cutting option.

The benefits
Mr. Ess quoted that “The plasma cutter was
a great help for us to achieve a fast and safe
method of cutting these difficult king post”.
The actual days of work saved after switching
to air plasma cutting freed Mr. Ess and his
team to move on to other jobs at the site,
which ultimately raised the overall productivity
level. This is made possible due to the high
cutting speed of the Powermax105 system
compared to the mechanical method, as the
plasma arc melts the metal almost instantly
when the trigger is pressed.
Mr. Ess also noted that “It would be not
safe to use hand held Makita grinder for
thicknesses such as 80 mm”. In addition to
the above benefits, the consumables cost
for using a mechanical grinder would be
very high due to the demanding thicknesses
involved in this project.

As Back Ho recognizes the many benefits
of their recently purchased Powermax105
air plasma system, they would most likely be
using it again for many of their other metal
cutting needs in future jobs for the faster and
safer cut.
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Makita grinder versus Powermax105 air plasma
Makita
H beam thickness
15 mm

Hours to cut
4 hours

Air plasma (Powermax105)
Makita blade used
7" blade X6 pcs
9" blade X3 pcs
9" blade X6 pcs

35 mm

10 hours

50 mm X2
80 mm X2

80 hours
9" blade X15-20 pcs
Not safe to use

Cutting using Powermax105
patented handheld Duramax
75° torch

For a location near you, visit:
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H beam thickness

Hours to cut

Plasma nozzles /
electrodes used

15 mm

1–2 hours

1 pc

35 mm

2–4 hours

1 pc

50 mm
80 mm

20 hours
30–50 hours

2 pc
5 pc

